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Abstract: This work studies the problem of optimal multiple switchingin finite horizon, when the switching costs functions are
continous and belong to classD. This problem is solved by means of the Snell envelope of processes.
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1 Introduction

In an optimal control problem there is a single control and a single criterion to be optimized while optimal multiple

problem theory generalizes this to many controls and many criterias, one for each state. Let us begin with an example in

order to introduce the problem we consider in this work. The optimal multi-modes switching problem in finite horizon,

of real option type, can be described as follows:

Assume we have a power station which produces electricity and which has several modes of production (low, medium,

intensive). It is well known that electricity is non-storable, once produced it should be consumed. Therefore, the station

produces electricity only in its instantaneous most profitable mode known that when the station is in modei ∈ J , the

yield per unit time is given by means ofΨi, and on the other hand, switching the station from the modei to j is not free

and generates costs given bygi j . A management strategy for the power station is combinationof two sequences.

(i) a non-decreasing sequence of stopping times(τn)n≥1, where at timeτn, the manager decides to switch the

production from its current mode to another one;

(ii) a sequence of indicators(ξn)n≥1 taking values in{1, ..,m} of the state the production is switched to. Atτn, the

station switched from its current modeξn−1 to ξn. The valueξ0 is deterministic and its the state of the station at

time 0.

Using probabilistic tools like the snell envelope of processes, inspired by the work of Hamadène and Jeanblanc [7],

Carmona and Ludkovski [1] solved this optimal switching problem. In order to tackle this problem, Djehiche et al. [5]

provide existence and characterization of an optimal strategy of this multiple switching problem when the payoff rates

Ψi , and the switching costsgi j are adapted by a Brownian motion. The authors considered thecase when the functionsΨi

areLp-integrable, withp> 1 and the switching costs functionsgi j belong to the spaceS p which is defined as the set of

P-measurable, continuous,R-valued processes(Xt)t≤T such thatE[supt |Xt |
p]< ∞ with a fixedp> 1, then according to

our knowledge, the case ofp = 1 is still an open problem. Therefore the main objective of our work, and this is the

originality of this paper, is to provide a solution to the optimal multiple switching problem when the functionsgi j are
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continuous and belong to classD.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we formulate our problem. Section 3 and 4, we show our main result

so we establish the Verification Theorem and provide an optimal strategy to our problem.

2 Problem formulation

Throughout this paper(Ω ,F ,P) will be a fixed probability space on which is defined a standardd-dimensional Brownian

motion B = (Bt)0≤t≤T whose natural filtration is(F 0
t := σ{Bs,s≤ t})t≤T . Let (Ft)t≤T is the completed filtration of

(F 0
t )t≤T with theP-null sets ofF , therefore(Ft)t≤T is right continuous and complete. We denote byP theσ -algebra

of Ft -progressively measurable sets on[0,T]×Ω . Furthermore, let

- T is the space of allFt -stopping timesτ ∈ [0,T] and for any stopping timeτ ∈ [0,T], Tτ is the set of all stopping times

θ such thatτ ≤ θ ≤ T, P−a.s.

Next for any stopping timeτ ∈ [0,T], we denote byFτ theσ -algebra of events prior toτ.

- M 0 is the set ofP-measurable processesX := (Xt)t≤T with values inR such that
∫ T

0 |Xs(ω)|2ds< ∞, P−a.s..

Let us now recall that aP-measurable processX := (Xt)t∈[0,T ] belongs to classD if the family of random variables

{Xτ , τ ∈ T } is uniformly integrable. In ([3], pp.90) it is observed that the space of right continuous with left limits

Ft -adapted processes ofD is complete under the norm

‖X‖1 = sup
τ∈T

E[|Xτ |].

Let J := {1, ...,m} be the set of all possible activity modes of the production ofthe commodity. A management strategy

of the project consists, on the one hand, of the choice of a sequence of non-decreasing stopping times(τn)n≥1 (i.e.

τn ≤ τn+1 andτ0 = 0) where the manager decides to switch the activity from its current mode, sayi, to another one from

the setJ −i ⊆ {1, ..., i −1, i +1, ...,m}. On the other hand, it consists of the choice of the modeξn, a random variable

Fτn-measurable with values inJ , to which the production is switched atτn from its current modei. Therefore a strategy

for our multiple switching problem will be denoted byδ . A strategyδ := ((τn)n≥1,(ξn)n≥1) will be called admissible if it

satisfies

lim
n→∞

τn = T P−a.s.

and the set of these strategies is denoted byD .

Assume that the production activity is in mode 1 at the initial time t = 0, we denote by(δt)t≤T the indicator of the

production activity’s mode at timet ∈ [0,T]:

δt = 1[0,τ1](t)+ ∑
n≥1

ξn1(τn,τn+1](t).

Now for i ∈J , letΨi := (Ψi(t))0≤t≤T be, the instantaneous profit when the system is in statei, a stochastic process which

belongs toM 0. On the other hand, fori ∈J and j ∈J −i , letgi j :=(gi j (t))0≤t≤T be, the switching cost of the production

at timet from current modei to another modej, a continuous process of classD. When a startegyδ := ((τn)n≥1,(ξn)n≥1)

is implemented the optimal yield is given by

J(δ ) = E[

∫ T

0
Ψδs(s)ds− ∑

n≥1
gδτn−1δτn

(τn)1[τn<T]].

Therefore the problem we are interested in is to find an optimal startegy, i.e. a strategyδ ∗ such thatJ(δ ∗)≥ J(δ ) for any

δ ∈ D .
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3 Verification Theorem

The problem described previously is reduced to the existence ofmcontinuous processes of classD, (Y1, ..,Ym) expressed

via Snell envelopes (see [8]). The verification Theorem for them-states optimal switching problem is the following.

Theorem 1. Assume there exist m continuous processes of classD (Yi := (Yi
t )0≤t≤T , i = 1, ...,m) that satisfy for all

stopping timeτ ≤ T,

Yi
τ = esssup

τ≥t
E[

∫ τ

t
Ψi(s)ds+maxi 6= j(−gi j (τ)+Y j

τ )1[τ<T]|Fτ ], (1)

Then(Y1
, ..,Ym) are unique. Furthermore.

(i) Y1
0 = supδ∈D J(δ ).

(ii) The sequence ofFt -stopping times(τn)n≥1 defined as follows

τ1 = inf{s≥ 0,Y1
s = maxj∈J−1(−g1 j(s)+Y j

s )}∧T, (2)

and for n≥ 2,

τn = inf{s≥ τn−1,Y
δτn−1
s = maxk∈J −τn−1(−gτn−1k(s)+Yk

s )}∧T, (3)

where,

- δτ1 = ∑ j∈J j1
{maxk∈J−1(−g1k(τ1)+Yk

τ1
)=−g1 j (τ1)+Y j

τ1
}

- for any n≥ 1 and t≥ τn, Y
δτn
t = ∑ j∈J 1[δτn= j ]Y

j
t

- for any n≥ 2, δτn = l on the set{maxk∈J−τn−1(−gδτn−1k(τn)+Yk
τn
) =−gδτn−1 l (τn)+Yl

τn
, with

gδτn−1k(τn) = ∑ j∈J 1[τn−1= j ]g jk(τn) and J δτn−1 = ∑ j∈J 1[τn−1= j ]J
− j .

Then the strategyδ := ((τn)n≥1,(ξn)n≥1) is optimal i.e. J(δ )≥ J(u) for any u∈ D .

Proof.The proof is obtained similarly as in the proof of theorem 1 in[5]. ⊓⊔

4 Existence of the processes(Y1, ...,Ym)

The existence of the processes(Y1, ...,Ym) which satisfy (1) is also adressed in [8]. These processes will be obtained as a

limit of a sequence of processes(Y1,n, ...,Ym,n)n≥0 defined recursively as follows: fori ∈ J we set,

Yi,0
τ = esssup

τ≥t
E[

∫ τ

t
Ψi(s)ds|Fτ ], (4)

and forn≥ 1,

Yi,n
τ = esssup

τ≥t
E[

∫ τ

t
Ψi(s)ds+maxi 6=k(−gik(τ)+Yk,n−1

τ )1[τ<T]|Fτ ]. (5)

Then the sequence of processes(Y1,n, ...,Ym,n)n≥0 have the following properties.

Proposition 1.

(i) For each n≥ 0 and any i∈ J , the processes Y1,n, ...,Ym,n are continous and belong to classD and verify

∀τ ≤ T,Yi,n
τ ≤Yi,n+1

τ ≤ E[

∫ T

τ
{maxi=1,m|Ψi(s)|}ds|Fτ ]; (6)
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(ii) there exist m processes Y1, ...,Ym of classD such that for any i∈ J :

(a) ∀t ≤ T, Yi
t = limn→∞ րYi,n

t .

(b) these limit processes Yi satisfy the Verification Theorem1,

Yi
t = esssup

τ≥t
E[

∫ τ

t
Ψi(s)ds+maxi 6= j(−gi j (τ)+Y j

τ )1[τ<T]|Ft ], (7)

(c) For any i∈ J ,

sup
τ∈T

E[|Yi,n
τ −Yi

τ |]→ 0 as n→ ∞.

Proof. (i) To show the first point, we use recurrence. Forn= 0,Yi,0 is the sum of a continuous process. ThereforeYi,0 is

continuous and since the processΨi belongs toM 0, we obtain from4 thatYi,0 is of classD by using Snell envelope

notion (see Appendix). Suppose now that the property is truefor somen and prove it for the termn+1. Yi,n+1 is the

Snell envelope of the process(
∫ t

0Ψi(s)ds+ maxi 6=k(−gik(t) + Yk,n
t )1[t<T])0≤t≤T and verifies Yi,n+1

T = 0. Since

maxi 6=k(−gik(t)+Yk,n
t )< 0 ont = T, this process is continuous on[0,T) and have a positive jump atT. ThereforeYi,n+1

is continuous and belongs to classD (see Appendix). So we conclude for everyi ∈ J , Yi,n is continuous and of classD

for anyn≥ 0.

To prove (ii-a) let us setD i,n
θ = {δ ∈ D , such thatδ0 = i,τ1 ≥ θ andτn+1 = T. Similaraly as in the Verification Theorem

the following property yields.

Yi,n
θ = ess sup

δ∈D i,n
θ

E[

∫ T

θ
Ψδs(s)ds−

n

∑
j=1

gδτ j−1δτ j
(τ j )1[τ j<T]|Fθ ]. (8)

SinceD i,n
θ ⊂ D i,n+1

θ , we haveYi,n
θ ≤Yi,n+1

θ for any stopping timeθ thanks to the continuity ofYi,n.

Sincegi j > 0, we obtain for eachi ∈ J ,

∀θ ,Yi,n
θ ≤ E[

∫ T

θ
maxi=1,..,m|Ψi(s)|ds|Fθ ]. (9)

Therefore, this sequence converges to another processYi
t = limn→∞Yi,n

t and this limit process verifies

Yi,0
θ ≤Yi

θ ≤ E[

∫ T

θ
maxi=1,..,m|Ψi(s)|ds|Fθ ]. (10)

Now using the same arguments as in the paper of Djehiche et al.[5] theorem 2, we obtain that the processesY1, ..,Ym are

continuous and by uniqueness these limit processes satisfythe Verification Theorem. It remais to show the final point of

convergence(ii − c) and this is obvious since the continuity of the processesYi,n and the limitYi .

5 Appendix

The Snell envelope notion Let U = (Ut)t≤T be anFt -adapted,R-valued càdlàg process without negative jumps and

which belongs to the classD, i.e., the set of random variables{Uτ ,τ ∈ T0} is uniformly integrable. Then there exists a

uniqueFt -adaptedR-valued continuous processZ := (Zt)t≤T (see e.g. [2,6]), called the Snell envelope ofU , such that.

Z is the smallest super-martingale which dominatesU , i.e, if (Z̄t )t≤T is another càdlàg super-martingale of classD such

that∀t ≤ T, Z̄t ≥Ut thenZ̄t ≥ Zt for anyt ≤ T. The following properties of the processZ hold true.
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(i) Z can be expressed as : for anyFt -stopping timeγ,

Zγ = esssupτ∈TτE[Uτ |Fγ ] (and thenZT =UT).

(ii) let γ be anFt -stopping time andτ∗γ = inf{s≥ γ,Zs =Us}∧T thenτ∗γ is optimal afterγ, i.e.,

Zγ = E[Zτ∗γ |Fγ ] = E[Uτ∗γ |Fγ ] = esssupτ≥γE[Uτ |Fγ ].

(iii) if Un,n ≥ 0, andU are càdlàg and of classD such that the sequence(Un)n≥0 converges increasingly and

pointwisely toU then(ZUn)n≥0 converges increasingly and pointwisely toZU ; ZUn andZU are the Snell envelopes

of respectivelyUn andU . If U belongs to classD thenZU belongs to classD.

The proof of (iii) is given in the appendix of [2]. For more details on the Snell envelope notion, one can refer to [6].
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